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Overview 

The Doppelgänger is a Skinwalker that uses eldritch magicks to steal the appearance of 
unfortunate souls. Using the power of Isolation, the Doppelgänger forces survivors into a shifted 

plane of existence where their fellow survivors cannot see, hear, or help them while the killer wears 

their faces like a mask. 

Her personal perks, Hex: Supervision, Don’t Leave Yet, and Still Out There, allow her to 

monitor survivors’ shared auras, block the Exit Gate, and use the survivor’s paranoia against them.  

Difficulty Rating: Moderate 

Lore 

  Jacklyn ‘Jackie’ Miller was always a nobody to anybody. Born to a household with a family 
that was as hands off as possible, it was a miracle she made it to adulthood. As small rivalries and 

allegiances formed between the seemingly endless cousins, brothers, and sisters that all lived under 
one roof, competing for love and food, she found herself invisible to all of them. She was neither 

loathed nor loved, so she squeaked by to adulthood without a single friend or confidant.  

Jackie spent her early adult life pushing through her academics to get her Masters’ Degree in 

English in pursuit of stability. Despite her many years as an adjunct at several colleges and scratching 
out a living, she was still somehow invisible to everyone. Colleagues never asked about her, students 

never concerned themselves with her beyond the grade she was worth, and she continued to never 

receive praise or admonishment from anyone.  

One day shortly before her terminal diagnosis, she got the first of her many splitting 

headaches that defined her new disease. Unintelligible messages painted across her mind, and she 
obeyed strange compulsions. She obsessed over strangers and students, taking time out of her day to 

follow them around and document what they were doing. It was only a matter of time before her 
now callused hand had filled entire notebooks of well-researched notes of people who would go 

their lives without knowing her face.  

Jackie quickly noticed an invisible presence that had stalked her as eagerly as she stalked 
others. She couldn’t see, hear, or touch the presence, but she could feel its emotions - curiosity, love, 

hatred, and she was careful to do anything that made it happy. Eventually, Jackie crossed paths with 
an old student of hers, Isabelle, and whatever had followed her was now following Isabelle. Terrified 

of losing her best friend and dying alone, she would do anything to please him. Whatever it wanted 

with Isabelle, Jackie would happily do.  

After all, it’s what friends do.  



She continued to stalk Isabelle, documenting notes, and learned everything about her. The 
way she held herself, dressed, her speech’s cadence, and her relationships. Envy welled inside Jackie, 

and she realized what the presence offered after many lucid nightmares.  

A second chance at life.  

She was learning how to be Isabelle. Jackie would live Isabelle’s life better than she ever 

could on her own. After all the preparations mixed with the magicks that the presence promised her, 
Jackie was going to become Isabelle. She wouldn’t have to die and finally become somebody to 

everybody.  

One day, weeks after the doctors had reached out to her for admission to hospice, Jackie had 
barely summoned the strength to go to Isabelle’s house. She was done with the splitting headaches, 

constant nausea, and the ceaseless pain that shot through her body with every gesture. The 
knowledge of Jackie’s certain death emboldened her. The question at stake was whether she truly 

lived before she was gone. 

Jackie had broken into Isabelle’s house while she was away with all the equipment, she 

needed to perform the ritual. All she needed was Isabelle’s body to put her mind into. After 
exploring Isabelle’s home, Jackie quickly realized that she had overlooked very crucial parts of 

Isabelle’s life. Despite all her notes, Isabelle was not the person Jackie thought she was. During the 

breakdown, Isabelle had come home to see Jackie wailing in the corner in delusional agony.  

Just as the presence had felt Jackie’s will wavering, it gave Jackie the push she needed to do 

what she came there to do. As quickly as a flipped switch, Jackie’s sorrow turned to rage. Rage at the 
life she never had, furious at a world that never wanted her, and loathsome that nobody wanted 

Jackie to die more than she did.  

The two struggled and fought, with neither becoming the victor. Both had suffered mortal 
wounds. Jackie had suffered a traumatic blow to the head, and Isabelle’s body, throat, arms, and eye 

were gouged, slashed, and stabbed dozens of times. In Isabelle’s final dying breaths, she was gifted 
the dancing vision of a singular unblinking eye staring back at her. With Jackie’s dying breath, she 

smiled. She’d never have to spend another minute as ‘stupid, shitty, Jackie. The nobody to 

everybody.’ 

Jackie woke up minutes later. Sirens could be heard in the distance and getting closer. 
Neighbors in the apartment could be heard shouting to her from outside, pleading for information. 

Jackie struggled to her feet and saw her old, discarded corpse lying on the ground in a useless heap. 
Excited, she pulled herself in front of a mirror. Her vision traced over the slit throat, the open 

bloodless wounds, and her brand-new form. She stared at her new face, where the eye she had 
gouged out had been replaced with a fresh eye to replace the gouged one. It took the form of the 

physical manifestation of the presence. Their view was now one, always shared with each other. In 

pure euphoria, she laughed hysterically to herself. 

Jackie had done it. She was finally Isabelle. This was just the beginning. There was no way 

she’d stop there. She could become anything she’d ever wanted to be. 



 

Unique Perks 

Hex: Supervision – 

Years of catching students cheating on tests and passing notes have given you a sixth sense for when 

people are trying to get one over on you.  

* Survivors who can see each other’s auras are also sharing them with you if greater than 28/20/16 

meters away.  

*This does not apply to auras generated by the dying or hook state.  

‘It’s like she has eyes on the back of her head.’ 

Don’t Go Anywhere -  

It’s the last class before the break, and you’re just as eager to go home as your students are. 

Unfortunately, you need those last five minutes to assign homework.  

*Whenever a survivor stands within the Exit Gate for a cumulative total of 20 seconds, the entity 

will block the Exit Gate for that survivor for 20/25/30 seconds.  

*Time will not elapse if the survivor is in a chase.  

*Activation will incur a noise alert.  

‘The clock doesn’t dismiss you. I do.’ 

Still Out There -  

Dutiful Observation has made you an expert on when people have let their guard down. People will 

always betray themselves as the monsters they are once they believe nobody is watching.  

*Whenever a survivor gains the Exhausted Status Effect, they’ll emit a terror radius for 8/10/12 

seconds. 

*You are granted the Undetectable Status Effect.  

‘I think I did okay. That was easier than I expected!’ 

 

  



 

Power: Isolation 

When the Doppelgänger’s power is fully charged, the killer can activate the ability ‘Steal 

Form.’ This will change the Doppelgänger’s appearance to be that of the survivors for 60 seconds.  

Stealing a form will ‘Isolate’ a survivor into a shifted plane where they cannot see or interact 
with other survivors. Stealing a form will trade the survivor and killer’s positions. Isolated survivors 

are affected by the Oblivious status effect and hear a Lullaby.  

Isolated survivors will become temporarily visible and can use the ‘Unhook’ action within 6 

meters of a hooked survivor. Isolation ends automatically after 60 seconds. 

Isolated survivors see eyes rip through the fabric of reality whenever they disturb a crow that 

will watch their every move. The Doppelgänger will see Aura’s of the eyes. 

Power: Steal Form 

When a form is stolen, it will put the killer into a ‘disguised’ state to non-isolated survivors. While 
disguised, the killer is granted Undetectable. Press the Activate Ability button to unsheathe your 

weapon and drop disguise. The Doppelgänger’s movement speed will be 4.2 when disguised.  

Use the Activate Ability button to disguise again anytime there is an isolated survivor. 

When using a stolen form, the Doppelgänger can interact with generators and perform healing 

actions. Any interactions with survivors will fill up ‘fake progress’ that will vanish once the 
Doppelgänger lets go. Any cooperative action will incur a 50% penalty with ‘fake progress’ filling in 

the penalty until five seconds after the Doppelgänger lets go.  

When using a stolen form, the Doppelgänger can fast vault. Whenever the Doppelgänger does a 

vault for the first time within a single Isolation, she will gain a token.  

Her first token will raise her movement speed to 4.8. 

Her second token will raise her movement speed to 5.2. 

Her third token will raise her movement speed to 5.6.  

Tokens will decrease at a rate of 7 seconds for the maximum token achieved. Each subsequent 

token will fall off at a rate of -2 seconds compared to the previous token. 

 

 



Addons 

Grey -  

  

Notebook - A notebook with an untidy scrawl detailing some unspecified person’s actions.  

Cooperative actions and generator progress when disguised are permanent.  

Increases deviousness blood points by +100% 

 

“It was undeniably her handwriting, but as she read it, she failed to understand what it meant.” 

 

Spool of Thread - A white spool of polyester thread speckled with red blood splatters.  

Reduces actual progress of cooperative actions to 100% 

 

Pencil - A mechanical pencil using .5 lead, chew marks line the eraser casing at the top.  

Distance for a survivor to disturb crows increased by 6 meters.  

 

Moldy Plate - A go-to plate for the finest of reheated cuisine. Does not require cleaning 

between uses.  

Reduces cooldown from reveal self (unsheathe weapon) by .5 seconds.  

“She picked something out of the fridge, set it upon a plate plucked from the moldy sink water, and microwaved it.” 

Yellow -  

Gradebook - An effortlessly penned grade book that defines every student’s future 

trajectory.  

Any isolated survivor with an unbroken line of sight to a watchful eye for 3 seconds will be 

afflicted with the Hindered (10%) status affect for 2 seconds.  

 



Foam Katana - A foam Katana based on a popular anime character’s weapon.  

Whenever the disguised killer unsheathes weapon they will earn the Undetectable status 

effect for 3 seconds.  

Pills - Prescribed medications to help with headaches, nausea, and dizziness.  

Cooperative actions regress actual progress by 300%.  

“Can’t consume alcohol with this one... or any of them actually....”  

 

Sutures - Sutures used to close a wound that cannot heal itself. 

Any survivor within 12 meters of an isolated survivor will have their aura revealed.  

 

ID Card - A Staff ID Card for a forgettable University.  

The auras of windows and pallets are revealed to you within 48 meters. 

Green -  

Sleeping Pills/Poison - A concoction of depressant medications to quickly kill a victim. 

Isolated Survivor Gives item to Doppelgänger. Doppelgänger drops it when she leaves 

isolation.  

 

Patient Chart - A chart detailing the atypical symptoms of a particular patient. Notes 

include the doctor requiring further testing. 

Any isolated survivor with an unbroken line of sight to a watchful eye for 3 seconds will be 

afflicted with the Hindered (15%) status affect for 3 seconds.  

Contact Lenses - A blue and green non-prescription contact lens pair. They are used to 

cosplay a character with heterochromia.  

Allows the Doppelgänger to acquire an additional token after a fast vault that would increase 

her speed by .2  

Hammer - A weapon used in self-defense. If only the wielder struck the first blow.  



Cooperative actions that last for 5 seconds will afflict the survivors with exhaustion and 

blindness for 20 seconds.  

Wig - A long-haired, blue wig with straight bangs. Bears a resemblance to a popular 

character from a video game.  

Reducing any Survivor from Healthy to Injured will increase remaining isolation by 10 

seconds.  

Purple - 

Friends Forever Photograph - A photograph detailing a friendship meant to last a lifetime. 

This is the only remaining print that hasn’t been soaked in tears.  

 Every 15 seconds the Killer’s form will change to that of a different survivor. Form will not 

change when disguised.  

Bloodied Mirror Shard - A mirror that reflected an unbearable truth. Bloodied and 

shattered by one who furiously denied it.  

Can swing from disguise during the first 5 seconds of using Steal Form.  

“She clawed the lingering glass fragments out from their place on the mirror…” 

Dusty Sewing Machine - A well-loved machine used tirelessly to weave designs from 

different realities.  

Allows the Doppelgänger to acquire an additional token after a fast vault that would increase 

her speed by .4  

Answering Machine - An answering machine plugged into the corded phone’s dock. Used 

to dodge calls from solicitors and doctors alike.  

While in a chase with survivor afflicted with Isolation the Killer acquires a fast vault token 

that lasts until the chase ends.  

“Her eyes traced over the blinking light on her kitchen phone, showing three unplayed messages. She had heard both 

already.” 

Iridescent - 

Master’s Degree - A certificate for a master’s degree in English.  

Illusionary Survivors visible to isolated and non-isolated survivors will periodically appear 

around the map for ten seconds at a time. These survivors can walk, run, vault, and interact with 
objects. Any time a survivor or killer collides with one will force them to vanish immediately. The 

illusionary survivors will be outlined with a white aura to the killer.  



A Father’s Love - A treasured letter passed from Father to Daughter to express an undying 

love despite divorcing her mother.  

Reducing an Isolated survivor’s status from Healthy to Dying within a single Isolation will 

immediately recharge the power and allow the Killer to immediately use the ability Assume Form.  

‘I love you, Isabelle.’  



The Story 

 

Eye of Truth 

 
Miss. Jacklyn Miller, or simply ‘Jackie’ to herself, stood beside the window of the third-

floor classroom and gazed upon the students below. She was a woman who had just crossed 
the threshold from her twenties to her early thirties and had only recently accepted the 
notion of approaching middle age. Her hair wasn’t unique by any measure, a classic mid-
length cut by the stylist’s suggestion. The mannequins and the stock photos adorning the 
local ‘treasure hunt’ budget clothing store walls designed her outfits. Jackie was an adjunct 
English Literature Professor for a local community college. The campus’ name being of such 
low importance that locals would’ve been excused for forgetting its existence. 

On this day, Jackie noted many things from her perch high above. She could watch the 
comings and goings of the student body. The chatter of students transitioning between 
classes was a whisper to her. The masses below were too absorbed in their particular 
struggles to even register the true beauties in life. For example, the crunch of a fallen leaf 
beneath their feet or the sun setting early into evening as fall transitioned to winter. Lost in 
the stressors and turmoil of everyday life, everyone focused on themselves. Nobody would 
ever give a second thought to Jackie. To them, college life was a precious balancing act of 
education, personal time, family struggles, and everything leading up to their future. A 
teacher they’d have for merely one semester was only worth the grade they received. 

To everyone, Jackie was nobody. Who could blame them? 

To Jackie, everybody was somebody. Who would blame her?  

Unknown to anyone, Jackie developed a hobby that had quickly dominated every minute 
of free time. In the past Jackie enjoyed taking a second to secretly observe the goings-on 
around her, something anyone with time and loneliness could manage. However, in recent 
months, her inclination to watch people had taken a much more obsessive turn. Lately, it 
was like somebody had flipped a switch that she couldn’t turn off, and this once novel act of 
being a passive outside observer had morphed outside of her control. It used to be enough 
to catch a faint smile after someone received wonderful news, or a grimace of anger as 
someone’s awful day just got that smidgen worse. That wasn’t adequate anymore. Now 
Jackie needed to know everything. 

Whenever Jackie couldn’t keep up and became overwhelmed with information, she 
would scribble notes in a hasty scrawl across her rapidly wearing journal. She always carried 
one closely and replaced them frequently as their pages filled up. It was a compulsion of 



Jackie’s, chronicling each detail her five senses could detect, no matter how minuscule or 
obscure. A shift in gait, tone of voice, grades, or relations. To anyone who was somebody, 

nothing escaped Jackie’s sharp Eye of Truth. 

Jackie wasn’t naive. On some level, she directly linked this strange habit to a terminal 
diagnosis she had received shortly after she had finished filling out her first notebook. Her 
need to exist through the lives of others had turned into a nightmarish fixation in the same 
month that her doctor informed her something untreatable was breaking down her brain. 

Jackie knew that wasn't a minor coincidence.  

Jackie grieved for her suddenly shortened life, more particularly for the life she’d never 
be able to lead. She, like everybody, had dreams now painfully abandoned without ever 
having a chance. Jackie wept for the ‘what ifs’ and ‘could-have-beens.’ Taking inventory of a 
lifetime of missed opportunities made the isolation that characterized her life all the more 
painful. In all this time, by either cruel fates or her own decisions, she was utterly alone. To 
anybody, Jackie was nobody. The most difficult fact for Jackie was that she’d pass with 
nobody but herself. Jackie didn't have any family or friends to lean on, confide in, and 

breakdown to.  

Jackie was truly alone. 

The remaining relief granted to Jackie in the face of her terminal diagnosis were the 
snapshots of lives being led around her. Watching from her third-floor roost, Jackie could 
find solace in her vicarious daydreams. Anyone who’d chance over her notebooks would 
quickly conclude she was becoming a stalker. Yet, in Jackie’s head, which was cemented into 
anything but reality, she’d call it a duty. If she wouldn’t appreciate their lives for them, who 
would? They could ignore life that passed before them, but she never did. She'd fantacize 
about walking a mile in their shoes and experience their stories for them, make their 
fantastical dreams a reality.  

A reality now denied forever for her. 

“Downright Criminal,” Jackie muttered darkly to herself while penning another 
observation in her notebook. She closed the notebook and set it aside on a nearby empty 
desk. She crossed her arms and shifted her weight to one leg. Sick of documenting those 
below her, it exhausted her mind that now pleaded for a respite. Despite her need to 
document everybody, today Jackie cared little for anybody that was somebody. Jackie 
positioned herself dutifully at this window for one specific person. Someone special in ways 
that not even Jackie could figure out.  

Jackie had also gained an ever consuming sense of paranoia. She was aware of someone 
watching her these days. She’d graduated from the observer to the observed. Whenever 
she’d be alone in her house, preparing for class, picking up groceries, or even watching 
others, she’d often feel all the hairs stand up on end as an unknown observer seemed just as 
curious about her as she was of everybody. It initially frightened her considerably, but as the 



days changed to months with the events increasing in frequency, she looked forward to these 
occasions. It offered Jackie a perspective about her hobby that she’d never appreciated 

before.  

She felt noticed. 

Jackie’d grown fixated on that sensation when it arrived despite being unable to locate 
the source. And when the invisible attention faded, the world collapsed around her. To 
Jackie, without this unseen attention, she didn’t even exist at all. Like an addict fiending for a 
fix, Jackie would count on the presence to return and despair at the next time it would leave 
her. She considered this a warning that she wasn’t well, but she couldn’t bring herself to care. 
This was all she had left. Knowledge that someone finally wanted to learn about her day. 

Nothing stole that euphoric sensation quicker than the student who’d just appeared in 
Jackie’s view, Isabelle. Seconds before she saw Isabelle, Jackie felt her mood plummet as the 
presence watching her vanished, and Isabelle walked across the campus. Whatever was 
watching Jackie clearly preferred Isabelle to her, and Jackie obsessed over that. No matter 
how much Jackie searched for that one thing that made Isabelle different from anybody else, 
she couldn’t. Isabelle had long blonde hair, always perfectly straight and so smooth that it 
defied even the strongest winds. She was conventionally attractive and fashionable based on 
the limited knowledge Jackie had on recent trends. She didn’t appear to have a sadistic streak 
nor a specific trend of saintliness either. Isabelle, for all intents and purposes, was just an 
ordinary young woman pursuing an education, just like anybody else strolling along the 

campus grounds. 

Jackie needed to identify why Isabelle was more interesting than her. Jackie continued to 
find excuses to examine her, add to the notebook, and then keep studying. She knew if she 

continued watching, she’d discover that something that made Isabelle so different.  

“Look at me. Dammit. I’m right here.” Jackie whispered aloud, a plea for any relief to the 
painful emotions that had taken hold in the presence's absence. 

 

Isolation 

 
Jackie threw her legs over the side of her bed and pressed her feet against the cold 

hardwood flooring of her house. She doubled over and clutched her face with one palm, 
grimacing in torment. She’d been forcefully awoken to a piercing headache that had awoken 
her from the nightmare she was suffering. Jackie focused as desperately as she could through 
the misery to hold onto any quickly fading scenes or images she’d just seen, but she fought a 
futile battle. Jackie only found a small success and recalled a single word.  Jackie frantically 
pulled the chain to turn on her lamp.  



She pulled out one of her many bookmarked journals strewn about the household off the 
nightstand and struggled to record that singular word. Jackie mouthed the word several 
times, even trying to sound it out, and after a disheartening moment made worse by the 
throbbing headache, she couldn’t figure out a single letter to record it with. She flung the 

notebook down on the nightstand and grabbed several medications that were set beside it.  

She’d counted out several medications while murmuring to herself the dosages with 
bitter mockery. ‘Two for pain every 4 hours… as needed. One, twice a day with food. Can’t 
consume alcohol with this one… or any of them actually….’ Until eventually counting out 
the requisite eight. With a purse of her lips, she added another one to the pile in her hand, 
‘Three for pain.’ 

Jackie hesitated instead of gulping them. ‘What time is it? Am I supposed to take them 
now? Did I take them before bed?’ She scanned around the room, dazed, while her headache 
worsened. ‘I’ll need to take them eventually, may as well do it now, so I don’t forget again.’ 
Jackie thought as she took them.  

Jackie stood up with one hand still held to the side of her face. Covering one eye helped 
with the headache considerably, and besides that, it seemed to help ease the nausea from 
standing upright all at once. She wandered through the house and flipped on the lights as she 
went. Jackie looked for something to do. It was still late, and she recently stopped 
participating in any of her old recreational habits that had passed these quiet evenings. She 
typically had a lot of free time, and in addition to that she found herself with more than she 
was used to. Jackie had recently lost her job as they deemed her incapable to instruct with 
her declining condition.  

Jackie glanced over the books and movies that furnished the shelves in her living room 
and shook her head at them. They used to entertain her and took up a significant chunk of 
her down time. But now they were nothing better than a sentimental reminder of a world 
she’d left behind. Jackie had more meaningful matters to concentrate on now. Besides that, 
she figured watching actual stories and real people was more compelling than fiction could 
promise. A testament to that belief were the growing piles of unorganized notebooks left 

scattered across the household.  

All she’d accomplished in recent history was watching people from afar, collect 
observations, and try her best to set up for the final days. Waiting for when she ultimately 
had the full picture that the presence was seeking to teach her. She continued to attempt to 
vocalize the word from the dream. It had a singsong quality to it. She knew it fit into a larger 
chant or cadence. In addition to the newest word, the other ones she’d learned thusfar also 
had a place in a complete melody. Like pieces of a puzzle, Jackie had to figure out where 
they all fit in.  

‘It’s a reward. The words are a reward.’ Jackie told herself, ‘The better I watch others, the 
further I write, the happier he’ll be. Maybe he needs to see the world through my eyes. Does 
he have his own, or does he need one of mine?’  



Admittedly, Jackie never got a proper sense of emotion from whoever was constantly 
following her. Not from her dreams, not from the brief hallucinations he’d reward her with, 
and absolutely not when he would idly watch her as she fret about all of this. She didn’t even 
know if he could feel anything besides the interest he’d shown by following her and Isabelle. 
That the presence could understand human emotions may have just been wishful thinking 
on her part.  

Jackie went on to look vacantly around her house. The isolation of living alone was 
invariably a double-edged sword. There was a harmony to having a routine that was never 
disturbed. Though, as the twilight came and the night grew, she used to feel an 
overpowering sense of apprehension as isolation would grip her imagination and suggest 
many dreadful hypotheticals of what ‘could happen.’ These fears were exacerbated by scary 
books or horror movies, Jackie would sometimes become anxious of whatever things that 
could lurk just outside the window, hide in a closet, or even lurk around any dark corner in 
her home.  

Now, Jackie had comfort that replaced the unknown terrors. She now knew there was 
something out there. Something was watching her, and it didn’t feel nearly as frightening as 
it should have. She’d grown used to it, and whatever was following her was on her side. 

Jackie belonged.  

Her eyes traced over the blinking light on her kitchen phone, showing three unplayed 
messages. She had heard both of them already when they first called and left their 
recordings. Her doctor was checking in and requested for Jackie to come in so they could 
conduct additional tests. Jackie wasn’t eager to return that call, the last test was a biopsy that 
made the headaches worse. She didn’t even bother to go back to review the results of the 
last procedure, and she certainly didn’t want anymore of them. Another one was a courtesy 
callback from the college, reassuring her that they had cut her last paycheck and mailed it 
with an apology for the delay. She wasn’t concerned with money. Jackie had enough money 
for the immediate future. Regardless, she wasn’t confident she’d have the time to visit the 
bank anytime soon. She realized with each day she was becoming weaker, the discomforts 

worse. Jackie had to prioritize her limited time.  

Jackie smiled proudly to herself as she flipped through some of the notebooks filled out 
by her hand. They were in no particular order, but despite that, she had a mental catalogue 
of each one and their exact contents. She knew all of them like the back of her hand except 
for the notebook she'd spotted that was left wide open beside the blinking phone. She glared 
at the pages and felt a chill run down her spine while she plucked it up to read. It was 
undoubtedly her handwriting, but as she read it, she initially failed to recognize the meaning 
of the words as it unnerved her to comprehend what was written.  

‘I can feel you there watching me. Are you even real or a delusion? God help me if you’re there, give me a 
sign, something irrefutable.  



Hah. I knew it. I’m just losing my mind.  

I’m going to call the specialist back and get my meds changed. Either that or I need to get committed. I 
don’t even know why I suddenly care so much about everybody. Is it grief? Is that it? It isn’t because my brain 

is being eaten away. I’ve looked into it, read the documentation. These are not the symptoms of what they 
diagnosed me with, not at all. I never cared about getting familiar with people anyways. Definitely not like 

this. Sure, it used to hurt to be alone all the time, but after I became an adult that was my decision. I could’ve 
done a thousand things to change my situation, but I was never in so much anguish that I needed to change it. 
I was happy, way happier than this. If this is the only friendship I’m capable of hav ing, some monster in my 

head, then I would rather keep being alone. 

Stalking people? What the hell was that? I almost broke into some poor girl’s home. I still can’t believe I 
stole her mail. I need to get it back to her somehow. There wasn’t even anything worth taking anyway, just 
bills and ads. I am going to get arrested if I keep up this act. Maybe that’s exactly what needs to happen…  

I don’t know who I’m even talking to… 

Myself. That’s who. 

Because you’re not even real.  

Jackie, please read this. I realize I’m slipping a lot, but it’s imperative that I call the specialist and 
explain everything that’s going on, everything that’s happened, and what I’m going to do. They won’t harm 

me. They just want to make sure I’m comfortable and safe. If I keep getting bolder, then I might do 

something I can’t take back. Please, future me, call the specialist back.  

I don’t even see why I’m leaving this up to future me. I’ll call them right now and leave a message myself. 

Here’s hoping they’ll return my call by this afternoon.’ 

Jackie read and reread the letter over and over again. She realized there was no way that 
she wrote this. She concluded it must have been a test of some sort. In agreement with that 
theory, she felt the presence watch her with an intensity that he never had before. Her 
headache evaporated altogether, the nausea subsided and replaced itself with a healthy 
amount of hunger. Most notably, she felt a surge of energy and was more clear-headed than 

she had been in a long time. 

She chuckled to herself. ‘This notebook is useless. I don’t even know what that was all 
about.’ She said, reassuring herself of her grasp on reality. She tore the passage out of the 
notebook and flushed it down the toilet. There was no way that kind of talk had a place in 
her home or wasting her precious notebook space. She knew the presence approved that 
action, and she strode back to her room reinvigorated. There were a few details she 
neglected to write from the last time she went out.  

‘Isabelle looked cheerful. She was with friends and talked about her parent’s estrangement. The poor 
thing. I noticed some long strands of black hair on her top, and I wondered where that came from. She’s 

blonde. Does she share clothes with her friends? I’ll have to keep a closer eye on that.’  



 

 

Interlude 

 
Jackie wiped the drool from her lips then dry heaved several more times over the toilet 

bowl. Each lurch of her stomach forced every muscle to flex in an unstoppable spasm of 
agony. Tears flowed down her face as her body desperately struggled to force out exactly 
nothing from her empty stomach. Each ugly retch that forced its way through her lips 
resonated disgustingly in her throat with the familiar taste of stomach acid. The sound of her 
hacking reverberated inside her head worsening the migraine she’d struggled to fight against 
with pain killers. The entire experience was made worse by her already worn-out throat that 

had spent the last month bathing in stomach acid from previous nights just like this. 

Jackie breathed heavily for several minutes until she was assured that this was the last of 
it. She weakly pulled herself upright, and her knees whined from the soreness of being used 
to hold her entire weight. Jackie flushed the toilet and stared disgusted at the swirling soup 
of blood and stomach acid that stared back at her. She closed the door behind her on her 
way to get back to work. Jackie drank a mouthful of water, which afforded a minor relief. 

‘At least I have something to puke next time.’ 

Jackie went through her bedroom to get to the living room, along the way making a 
deliberate effort not to let her eyes glimpse her reflection in the mirror mounted on her 
closet door. Jackie had developed a hatred for her reflection. Originally, that hatred was born 
of how it echoed her waning condition. It had evolved into a craving for an appearance that 
was radically different from herself, even when compared to her best. Looking at old 
pictures of herself filled Jackie with a sense of emptiness that she couldn’t put into words. In 
the simplest of terms, to Jackie, she just looked wrong. 

It wasn’t just her appearance that irritated her; every other detail about her did as well. 
Every time she looked at her posture, her body language, the way she could hear her voice 
whenever she spoke. Like nails on a chalkboard inside her soul, Jackie was suffering from a 
dysphoria of her own existence. The suffering of which was only complemented by the 
physical symptoms of her decaying body. The only salve was the mimicry of everybody that 
she could remember. As her obsessive loathing of self increased, it would work her up into a 
frenzy to be anybody else. Armed with notebooks to stir her memory, Jackie would imitate 
anyone that caught her eye as she read and reread line after line of her detailed observations. 

Naturally, while imitating just anybody would have provided her a moment’s reprieve 
from the haunting thoughts of who she was, the one that captured most of the spotlight was 
Isabelle. Jackie had heard many examples of dialogue from Isabelle in the course of everyday 
conversation. Besides that, Jackie’d grown especially keen on certain flourishes of body 



language Isabelle had displayed in moments of passion. Jackie had set out to practice from 
those examples diligently. 

“Not much longer, Jackie. Hold out a little longer, and I’ll get through this. There’s 
enough time. I’m not so far gone yet. I can do what I need to.” Jackie said to console herself. 
Of course, ‘what I need to’ was an allusion to the revelation of recent knowledge passed 
down to her through dreams. She was oh-so-close to figuring out the full message being sent 
to her, one cryptic message at a time. So far, she knew one thing with confidence. 

‘I’ll be reborn into a new life.’ 

She recognized this to be true, and it had become a mantra to soothe herself during her 
lowest points. She’d decided experiencing her slow death was a rite of passage. If she 
succeeded without falling to despair, she would never have to look back on sickly shitty 
Jackie’s life ever again. 

‘If I could be anybody, choose any life. Obviously, it would be Isabelle’s. Then he’d have no reason to 
look her way ever again. I’ll be everyone he wants.’ 

Jackie glared at her hand while it slowly balled into a loose fist and then relaxed. Even 
now, it filled her with rage that the means she’d need to set up her new life began with the 
suffering of having to see herself through her own eyes. She’d hoped the circumstances of 
her beginnings didn’t tarnish the end result. 

‘I’m sorry, what did you say?’ Jackie responded with a cock of her head. She was standing 
in the living room now, trying her best to imitate Isabelle from memory. She expected that 
she’d soon get the energy to leave on another outing and pick up a video camera for future 
stakeouts. 

‘No, that’s okay, I have to get going.’ Jackie said to nobody with a reassuring wave of the 

hand. 

‘It was nice to see you again. I’ll text you when I get back home. I love you too, Dad!" 
Jackie said coldly. Jackie’s lip trembled, a frown formed across her face. That wasn’t how 

Isabelle said it at all. She’d have to try it again, with more emotion. 

Jackie attempted to force the sentence out again. This time she spoke much softer, like a 

whisper, “I love you too… Dad.” 

She shook her head and closed her eyes to fight back the tears that had trickled down 
unexpectantly, Jackie didn’t think she had any left. 

“I love you….” Jackie said, trailing off. 

The intrusive memories of her upbringing cut off Jackie’s daydreams. She was born to 
the younger half of seven siblings. Far enough down the chain that it was a miracle her 



parents even remembered her name, let alone her existence. She grew up in a house where 
the eldest children were expected to care for the younger ones, and Jackie did all she could 
to avoid becoming a burden. To not stand out. She knew what happened to those who 
stood out, raised their hand, and made a peep. They would be the reason for everyone’s bad 
day. It mattered little, though. After everything behind them, when Jackie grew up to 
succeed despite the odds, nobody cared. She’d quietly longed for anyone she knew to reach 
out to her once the dust had settled. Jackie knew she was nobody’s favorite, and when it was 
time to face the real world, Jackie was just one less mouth to feed. One less concern of 
anyone. 

“Nobody was even there when I got my masters. Someone should’ve been proud of me. I should’ve been 

proud of me.” 

Jackie snapped herself out of those memories with a groan of anguish and stormed off to 
the bedroom. She didn’t want to be Jackie anymore. She didn’t want to be Jacklyn Miller 
either. Jackie wanted to be anyone but ‘that’ thing that always looked back at her. She 
snatched the heaviest object she could get her hands on and threw it at the mirror. The initial 
impact sent dozens of glass shards to the ground, but Jackie could still make out her 
distorted reflection on what remained. She clawed the lingering fragments out from their 
place on the mirror until it was naught but the bare panel that lay beneath. 

Jackie smiled in bliss at the destruction of the mirror. Never again would she have to 
distract her gaze as she passed through the room. She was finally safe from herself. In her 
exhilaration, she didn’t notice the shards of glass that had embedded in her hands and 
fingers. They glinted against the dim lighting while blood dripped to the carpet below. 

Duality 

 
Jackie stood staring at the clock mounted on the wall of her living room. A negligible 

part of her was intensely mindful of each tick of the minute hand. She thought about the 
previous year, how far she’d come, and what she still had to do. She knew the entire song 
now and was eager to sing it. A melody that would bestow her another life. 

She dreamed about her new life, what it would be like to be Isabelle. A sheepish smile 
flashed across Jackie’s face while she became absorbed in a daydream. What it would be like 
to have friends who appreciated her and felt she was worth knowing. She couldn’t talk about 
who Jackie was. Of course not. That would be a bridge way too far. They’d never 
understand, and hopefully, never believe her either if she felt so inclined to share. She’d be 
prepared to pursue a fresh career, maybe something with some real earning potential, 
something proper. Anything was better than teaching.  

Jackie thought of having to reintroduce herself to her former colleagues around the 
campus with a different face. She blushed in embarrassment at what they would say if they’d 



ever found out what she had accomplished. Would she be able to resist the impulse to 
boast? She’d never been one to brag about her accomplishments. But she’d never done 

anything like this before. Nobody had.  

‘Maybe someone had… maybe I’m not the only one.’ Jackie pondered. 

Jackie looked down at her own body and grimaced. She had never hated herself as often 
as she did now. Her mind was clouded so regularly with the plethora of symptoms to the 
point she forgot what it was like to have a ‘good day’ anymore. To herself, Jackie felt and 
looked like a corpse walking among the living. This artificially alive thing. Were it not for the 
rebirth on the horizon, she’d have preferred to perish long ago.  

She closed her eyes. The world swirled around her as she struggled to stay awake. She 
thought about her doctor, who had called and left several messages to check in on her. 
Jackie had missed several appointments, and because of the expected progression of 
symptoms, they doubtlessly believed she’d already died. If anybody had let themselves into 
her house, they would have immediately accepted that somebody had. 

 

The bedroom floor was strewn with heaps of dirty laundry and crumpled trash. In the 
living room, hundreds of used pens and pencils lay where they were discarded. Mail had 
stacked up, as did newspapers and boxes. The lighting intensified each element of filth as it 
cast striking shadows against each corner of every wall.  

 A stench lingered in the air that Jackie had long since blocked out of untended trash and 
decomposing food. In the kitchen, many dishes were left in and around the sink. Mold 
happily grew wherever the dish breached the low pool of sink water.  

Jackie slowly shuffled to the fridge. She needed to maintain her strength. She opened the 
refrigerator, and an utterly new level of filth met her nose. This rot was potent enough that 
even Jackie faintly noticed it, but she couldn’t care enough to locate the source. Everything 
she ate made her sick, so she wouldn’t expect anything could make it worse. Not that she 
could taste much anymore. She picked something out of the fridge, placed it on the top plate 

from the sink, and microwaved it. 

While she nibbled her dinner, she peeked around the sticky notes lining the walls. After 
she had settled at home full time, many of these notes were the only things keeping her 
going. To Jackie, each note from one of her outings brought back a vivid memory of 
someone she’d observed. Someone she pretended to be. Moments rehearsed a hundred 
occasions. Most of these memories revolved around Isabelle, but many were about wholly 
different people who caught Jackie’s eye. Very few were from herself and even less were 
about herself.  



Those notes that were about herself were from a Jacklyn that was graced with fleeting 
flashes of lucidity and clarity. A part of her was keenly cognizant of how things were 
developing. She’d shifted dramatically and silently suffered every step of the way. These 
hasty scrawlings were a futile attempt for that version of herself to avoid what was going to 

take place. 

“I don’t want to hurt anybody.” 

“Can’t stop myself. Never here long enough to do anything.” 

“Why can’t I call the police?” 

“There’s another way out.” 

“I’ll kill myself before I let this happen.” 

 

“Fuck the song. I’m a terrible singer.” 

That version of Jackie used to sabotage all of her attempts to stalk people. She would 
force herself to walk up to them to say a cordial ‘Hello!’ Sometimes she’d do something as 
innocent as dropping something loudly to draw attention to herself. Unfortunately, most 
people paid her only the most casual pleasantries before forgetting her entirely. It stung. She 
wasn’t able to stop these delusions, the compulsions, the note-taking, and nobody would 
stop her. Not even herself.  

Fortunately for Jackie, the part of her that kept doubting herself had almost entirely 
faded long ago, hardly even a passive passenger anymore. She recalled when she used to pray 
that somebody would stop her before things went too far. She knew help wasn't coming for 
her or Isabelle. Jackie accepted that neither of them needed it. They could help themselves.  

“You’re not strong enough to do this. You’re dying and should be in hospice. Just pick up the phone, 
return their call.” 

Jackie shook her head to push the self-doubt aside. She was accomplishing what she had 
to. There was nothing else left to say. 

“I’m okay with dying. I had a wonderful life. It was shorter than I expected, but it went much better 

than it could have. Better than it should have.”  

"No. No, this isn't the time to think like that. That kind of talk has no place here, I'm 
better than that now. Stronger than that. I can do this, I've been working my whole life for 

this." 



"For this? What is this? Obsess, obsess, and obsess. There's nothing there, it's all delusions. I'm 
delusional, but I'm not going to kill anyone. That isn't who I am. I've never been that kind of person. I'm 

just scared again. It's normal to feel afraid, dying is scary. I can face this. Everyone has to someday."  

"I'm not going to die. I don't have to. He said-" 

"Who said? Nobody said anything. I never heard a voice, a name. So what? I had a few bad dreams, 
lived vicariously through some people, and now I'm going to kill them? Look at yourself, breaking a mirror 
and throwing away some pictures won't make you stop being you. Come on, think Jackie, think." 

"I'm not Jackie! Stop calling me that!" 

"Your name? Jackie. That's who we are. Who I am. Who you are. That's all we'll ever be. It'll never be 
anything else." 

"No! I'm Isabelle. I am. I'm going to get better, I'm going to make different choices this 
time. I'm Isabelle. You can be Jackie, with all her disease, her failures, her misery. Be Jackie 
for every shitty second you'll have left. I told you, I'm Isabelle! And to everybody who's 
somebody, I can be Izzy too if I'd want! It's my life now. Nobody elses!" 

"Jackie…" 

Jackie continued to stand and stare vacantly at the clock for some time while her 
thoughts overwhelmed her. She snapped out of it and directed her attention to the phone. 
She quickly dialed a number from memory. 

A male voice answered with a quick, ‘Hello?’ 

‘Hey.’ Jackie responded sharply,. 

‘Who is this?’ the man asked, a polite yet wary impatience in his tone.  

‘Sorry,’ Jackie replied with a cough. ‘Dad? Can you hear me?’ 

He responded with confusion, “Is that you, princess? You sound different.” 

Jackie closed her eyes. ‘Yeah, it’s me. Sorry, I’m not feeling great. I’m at a friend’s house. 
She let me use her phone.” 

‘I wondered about that. The caller ID said a name I’d never heard before. New friend 

from college?’  

‘Hmm,’ Jackie murmured. The man took that noise to be agreement.  

‘Well, I’m glad you’re making friends. I know college isn’t an easy transition. For either 
of us. I miss you a lot. Miss your mom too.’ He said with a forced laugh. 



There was a lull, Jackie wasn’t sure what to say.  

‘Yeah…’ 

The man immediately changed the subject. ‘Well, if you need any money, let me know. 
Everything is more expensive these days, and I don’t want you to worry about it. I always 

felt like I would’ve done a lot better in school if I didn’t have to put food on the table.’ 

‘You and me both.’ Jackie said, a sinister tone catching her voice. Now it was Jackie’s 
turn to shift the topic quickly. ‘I’m fine on money. Dad. I’ve just been under a lot of stress. I 
keep doubting myself, it's all so overwhelming. I don’t know if I can do this… ’ she said, 
trailing off. 

‘You’ve got a few weeks left of school, right? You’ve got this, you’re so smart, and I’ve 
always told people how proud of you I am. Here, I know the house is emptier without your 
mother, but it will still always be your home. You should come back after class is over. Take 

a much-needed rest. You could visit her too, say hi for me.’ He said.  

Jackie could hear a grin in his voice.  

‘I’d like that.’ Jackie said and noticed her emotions rising to the surface, ‘I should let you 

go. I don’t want to waste my friend’s minutes.’  

‘I should probably get going too. Remember, you can always call me. Anytime. I love 
you, Bella.’ 

‘I love you too, Dad.’ Jackie said and hung up the phone.  

Jackie opened her eyes as silence occupied the air again. Her mind focused, her soul 

resolved. At that moment, she felt what it was like to be loved. She’d give anything.  

Anything.  

Just to feel that one more time.  

Jackie took her medication, as must as she thought she could without overdosing. She 
changed her clothes to something much more presentable, packed her bag with supplies, and 
left the house without looking back. The setting sun struck her skin for the first time in 

months.  

She knew that no matter what happened tonight, she wouldn't have to be known by 

anybody as 'Miss. Jacklyn Miller…'  

…nor 'Jackie' to herself.  

  



Closing Notes 

Note: The climax scene is next and a bit unpolished. I could quickly get it to final draft if 

anyone reads this far but considering this is a passion project I was in no rush. If you get this far 

and want to read the ending, I’ll be thrilled to quickly polish the last draft I wrote for it and get it 

to you. Let me know! 

Thanks so much for taking the time to look over this documentation for the fan killer. I’m 

very thrilled with how it came out.  

 


